TRADE AND LOGISTICS MODULES

BUSINESSMODELLER TRADE

Would you like to add your own specific data to existing data in
AccountView? If so, you should choose the BusinessModeller Trade
module.
BUSINESS

FOR WHOM?

For everyone who wants
to add their own fields to
AccountView without
needing any programming
knowledge.
ADVANTAGES

Considerable cost savings
and flexibility, because you
can add your own fields to
AccountView at little cost
and without knowledge of
programming.
High sophisticated
functionality – new user
fields immediately become
an integrated part of
AccountView.

How would you like to be able to extend your product setup data with fields that are
important to your organisation? With the BusinessModeller Trade module, you can add
your own fields – to the setup data for products, for example. You could create a field
to define the quality class and warranty periods of your products.

Certainty that your
changes remain intact when
you update AccountView.
This is the module for
adding your own specific
fields to all the trade
modules.

ADDING FIELDS

IMMEDIATE INTEGRATION

You can extend AccountView using your
own fields. This is useful if you want to
store additional information. For example,
you can add a field with information on
colour and quality to your product file.
You can even add ‘list’ fields so that you
can select from a list of possible values.
This speeds up your data input and also
gives you the certainty of error-free
record keeping!

You can profit from the big advantage
that new user fields immediately act like
AccountView fields. For example, a new
field immediately appears on a new tab;
you can use it to execute filters and
searches or to retrieve a report.
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